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# Scope and Sequence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>SUBJECT AND TITLE</th>
<th>CORPUS-BASED VOCABULARY</th>
<th>NOTE- TAKING AND LISTENING FOCUS</th>
<th>PRONUNCIATION</th>
<th>DISCUSSION STRATEGY</th>
<th>PRESENTATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1    | COMMUNICATION STUDIES | attitudes constantly construct evolving expanding identity inevitable phenomenon reinforce widespread | Sequence markers to organize your notes | Constructions | - Paraphrasing  
- Agreeing  
- Asking for clarification or confirmation | Present about language after conducting effective research |
|      | Slang and Language Change | devote exhibit inconsistencies motivation predominant strategy underlying | Examples | Glides | - Offering a fact or example  
- Asking for clarification or confirmation  
- Asking for opinions or ideas | Present on giftedness while considering the audience |
| 2    | CHILD PSYCHOLOGY | access contribute generate indicate investment obtain potential | Key terms and definitions | Thought groups | - Keeping a discussion on topic  
- Asking for opinions or ideas  
- Expressing an opinion | Present on social networking after using various practice techniques |
|      | The Genius Within | acquire diverse intelligence occupation prioritize | Symbols and abbreviations | Sounds influencing -s | - Bringing a discussion to a close  
- Expressing an opinion  
- Offering a fact or example | Present on a core business skill, using organization techniques |
| 3    | SOCIOLOGY | chemicals decade implicit logical manipulate psychologist release retain temporarily | Cause-and-effect relationships | Sounds influencing -t | - Getting a discussion started  
- Keeping a discussion on topic  
- Offering a fact or example | Present on enhancing memory while connecting with the audience |
|      | Online Communities | attachment enhance invoke mutual prospective | Lists | Reduced words and disappearing sounds | - Disagreeing  
- Asking for opinions or ideas  
- Trying to reach a consensus | Present on a topic related to love, using presentation management techniques |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT SUBJECT AND TITLE</th>
<th>CORPUS-BASED VOCABULARY</th>
<th>NOTE-TAKING AND LISTENING FOCUS</th>
<th>PRONUNCIATION</th>
<th>DISCUSSION STRATEGY</th>
<th>PRESENTATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 7 TECHNOLOGY           | awareness complex        | Organization                     | Syllable stress | ▪ Asking for opinions or ideas  
                        | equivalent implication    |                                 |                | ▪ Expressing an opinion       
                        | rational reaction         |                                 |                | ▪ Offering a fact or example  
                        | reliable                  |                                 |                | Present on the advantages and disadvantages of a new AI technology, working as part of a team |
| Artificial Intelligence: The Turning Point | civil controversial security technique via | Numbers and statistics | Key words in thought groups | ▪ Trying to reach a consensus  
                        |                           |                                 |                | ▪ Asking for clarification or confirmation  
                        |                           |                                 |                | ▪ Expressing an opinion       
| 8 POLITICAL SCIENCE    | discrete distinct flexible generation precise random ultimately | Comparisons and contrasts | Key word stress | ▪ Expressing an opinion       
                        |                           |                                 |                | ▪ Agreeing                      
                        |                           |                                 |                | ▪ Asking for clarification or confirmation  
                        |                           |                                 |                | Present on the issues of surveillance and privacy, using a slideshow |
| Big Brother and the Surveillance Society | abandon abstract currency enormous initiative undergo | Notations | Linking | ▪ Agreeing                      
                        |                           |                                 |                | ▪ Expressing an opinion       
                        |                           |                                 |                | ▪ Offering a fact or example  
                        |                           |                                 |                | Present on money and answer audience questions |
| 9 LINGUISTICS          | accumulate benefit function plus supplement | Problem-solution relationships | Verb forms | ▪ Asking for clarification or confirmation  
                        |                           |                                 |                | ▪ Asking for opinions or ideas  
                        |                           |                                 |                | ▪ Disagreeing                    
                        |                           |                                 |                | Present on slowing the aging process while creating group interactions |
| Animal Communication   | adulthood confirm couple matured norm | Personal reactions to topics | Discourse markers | ▪ Offering an example or idea  
                        |                           |                                 |                | ▪ Expressing an opinion       
                        |                           |                                 |                | ▪ Paraphrasing                   
                        |                           |                                 |                | Present on an aspect of marriage and ask rhetorical questions |